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Comment 

It's now accepted the DIS cross section with taken into account te radiative corrections
(RC) have form of a cross section of Drell-Yan process (see [1] and references therein):
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with scaling parameters of the hard cross section:
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Calculating the integral in (1) on parton's energy fraction z it is necessary to keep in
mind two enhancing tendencies. The main is related with the rapid decreasing of hard
cross section with increasing of Q2:
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with fl(Q2) is the polarization operator of virtual photon. The explicit value of K-factor
can be found in paper of A. Afanasev et al. [1].

Another one is related with rather slow tendency of structure functions:
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These tendencies are struggling. For the aim to extract the main contribution arising
from the first mechanism (known in colliding beams experiments as a "returning to

resonance" one).

Let put the right hand side (r.h.s.) of (1) in form:
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The second term in r.h.s. of 4) is much smaller than the first one at zj. < 1. The

enhancement tendencies in the second term integrand now become of te same rate:
CZ-1(1 - zl)-I+E.

I
When performing Z2 integration (suppressed here) we have only one enhancement

tendency caused by structure function D(Z2, L) - 6(l - z2).We will not touch it here.

The expression 4) provide the application of iteration procedure: using subsequently 14,

as an experimental data.
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Comment 2

It's widely believed that the kinematical region - y < in DIS experiments cannot
be described due to huge RC (exceeding 100%) of lowest order 3 This fact was the
reason why experimental data at y > .8 as a rule was excluded in analysis of data. We
argue that all orders of perturbation theory (PT) are relevant here and must be taken
into account.

The renormalization group approach is modified in such a way to include Sudakov-
type suppression forrnfactor.

We will consider here the experimental set-up with no emission of hard photons along
initial lepton.

For this aim let consider RC of two lowest order of PT. The emission of additional
soft pions and soft pairs of the same order of energy as the one 1,2 of scattered lepton do
not exceeding AE < E becomes relevant:

AC - E2 = E(l - Y) < El = E- (7)

The cross section with RC taken into account can be put in form

do, a,0) + 2A(2) + (8)
dUB 7r

Lowest order RC are

AE AE 3 1 2(1 Y) _ r2 1 + c
A(l) = (1, - 1) In - + In - + -it - In - 2 + Li2 - (9)
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with

-t = 2C - c COS O (I 0)Y) (1 _ C) > M2, It = In
e 2

where 0 = PIP2 and E2 are the scattering angle and the energy of the scattered lepton in
the laboratory frame. The reasons mentioned above allow us to put:

AE Af
In - + In - = In(l - y). (1 1)

El (2

We note that in this point we have some deviation from the known A-part of kernel
of evolution equation

PM(X) = lim J(1 - ,,)P( + 0(i - T - A) 1 + X (12)
A-+01 A 1 - X

Here in the our case O-part do not work, A = 1 - y, (see the term containing It in (7)):

PM 3A = 2 In A + - -� (2 In(I - y) + I,(1 - y). (13)
2 2

In the second order of PT the emission of two soft photons and soft pair (with total
energy not exceeding A,-) as well as a single photon emission with 1-loop RC and, finally
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the 2-loop vrtual corrections must be taken into account: A( 2 = 6,, + 6,,. We will not
consider hre the contribution from emission of real and virtual pairs It can be taken
into account b replacing the coupling constant by the moving one.

Contribution to RC from virtual and real photons emission have a form:

I( 7F' 3 72 I c
- -1 2 - Li2 + 0(i). (14)

2 3 2( 6 ( 2 

This result agree with predictions of renormalization groups (RG 2 at y = and
contains. besides the term of type In 2(I _ Y): It In( _ Y), which become relevant in the
limit 1.

Let discuss this points more closely. We suppose no hard photon eission by the
initial lepton which can provide the "returning to resonance" mechanism. Really this
mechanism for the case WE I - Y << I will correspond to very small transversal
momentum squared Q - (1 Y) 2 < < Q2.

Let now average DIS cross section on small interval I _ Q2 introducing the addi-
tional integration in the right part of formula (1):

(�26((ZIXQ2 02) X (ACfd /Z2 - _/f). (15)

Small variations of transfer momentum arises due to RC-emission of soft real and virtual
partons (photons and leptons). Using the flatness of hard cross section in this region we
obtain for the ratio of DIS cross sections with and without RC:

dor
Oil-, = F(x, t = ff D(zi, t)D(Z2, t)dz dZ20(XZI - Z2)- (16)

Using the differential evolution equations for nonsinglet structure functions D(x, t)

aD a(t dy P(X)D(y, t), D(y, 0 = 6(l - y).
at 27r Y Y

One can obtain a differential equation for F

aF a x
dzP(-)F(z, t), F(x, 0 = 1. (17)

at z

This equation was solved in paper[2):

I2X I x(3/2-2CE) IF(x, t) (In ) e X = 3 In(I - - 0. (18)
x F(l + 2x) 3

Terms containing ln(l - y) are not taken into account in evolution procedure.We
argue here that there is a reason to take them into account as a general factor which can
be obtained from the known factor of YienieFrautchi and Suura [4],with replacement of
logarithm of ratio of photon mass to lepton mass by In A, A = c/c with accordance
with Boch-Nordsick theorem.
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Figure 1: The ration R = doldaB fr = 1 (solid line) and x 0.3 (dashed line)
versus y for 07 < y 0999. Dot-dashed line correspond to the ration R = du/dOrBwith
taken into account the polarization of vacuum for x = .01.
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Replacing ln(l/x = - y we obtain for DIS cross section

do, doB
R(I + 'K), d&, = (19)

eB Ir ( - rj(Q2))2'

y)2x e(3/2-2CE)Xe- (In'(1-y)+21t In(1-y))
r'(1 + 2X)

JK - x = -31n I a 1, a It a2 12 
3i r 7r �72 t

with CE = 0577 is Euler constant and dUB is the DIS cross-section in Born approxima-
tion. One can be convinced with the agreement (18) with the results of lowest order of
calculation 8,13) up to non-leading terms, which are parameterized in form of K-factor.
Formula (18) provides for JK - I the accuracy on the level of 1%. The behaviour of
quantity R(y, x) for different values of Bjorken parameter x is illustrated in fig. .
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KypaeB D., IanbIFICK14i M., HnbHieB A. E2-2002-210
,aBa KMmeHTapH K HCHOJIb3OBaHmo MCToaa CTPyKTypHb1X tRKU1ifi

B 3KcnepHmeHTax o rny6OKOHeynpyromy pacceAmijo

MexaHH3M OBOMpameHHA Ha pe3OHaHc>> mo)KeT 6b[Tb CrIOJlb3OBaH AAR pacqe-

Ta aaHaUHOHHb1X nonpaBOK K ceqeHHAm ry6OKOHeynpyroro pacceAHMA B paMKax

mo.uejm )pejLTia-AHa. npexioAceiia npoueaypa HTCpaUHii.

KHHemaTHqeCKaA o6naCTb --- I mo)KeT 6Tb oriHcaHa B paMKax npeACTaBjie-
HHA ceqeHHfi B 4opme Apema-AHa. bojmiuaA BefiHqHHa paaHauHOHHbix rionpaBOK
HH3Luero npAAKa oTpaxaeT 3t4)eKT #pm4)aKTopa CyaaKOBa. DTOT 3PfPeKT MO-

;KeT 6b1Tb YqTeH B BblCwHx rPAAKaX TeoptiH B03MytueHHft. Ha OCHOBe pacqeTOB

nepBbixQBYX HOPAAKOB TeopHH B03myiueHHii CKOHCTPYHPOBaHo ceqeHHe, AOBjie-
TBOPRiowee ypaBHeHHRM peHopmrpynnbi m coaepwaluee topmq)aKTOP CyaawBa.

Pa6OTa BE.IrIOJIHeHa B la6opaTopHH TeopeTHqeCKOii qH31fKH Hm. H. H. boro-

juo6oBa OAH.
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Two Comments to Utilization of Structure Function Approach

in Deep Inelastic Scattering Experiments

The returning to resonance>> mechanism can be used to obtain the simple

procedure of taking radiative corrections (RC) to deep inelastic scattering (DIS)
cross sections into account in the framework of Drell-Yan picture. Iteration proce-

dure is proposed.
Kinematical region y -- I can be described in the framework of Drell-Yan

picture using the structure function approach. The large RC in the lowest order

reflect the Sudakov form factor suppression, which can be taken into account in all

orders of perturbation theory. Based on explicit calculation in two lowest orders

of perturbation theory we construct the cross section in y I region obeying

renormalization group equations and including the Sudakov-like form factor sup-

pression.

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theo-

retical Physics, JINR.
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